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CAPSULE COFFEE  MACHINE 5w1 HiBREW H1B-white (white)

HiBREW H1B-white (white) 5-in-1 capsule coffee maker
Discover the versatility and convenience offered by the HiBREW H1B capsule coffee maker. It will  easily meet the needs of any coffee
drinker,  offering the ability  to  prepare drinks  in  a  variety  of  ways.  Its  sleek design and modern features  make it  not  only  a  utilitarian
device, but also a stylish piece of kitchen equipment.
 
Advanced extraction technologies
Coffee has never tasted better! With its handy programmable pre-brew function, the HiBREW H1B ensures that your coffee is properly
humidified  before  extraction  to  fully  extract  its  flavor  and  aroma.  The  coffee  maker  also  features  high-pressure  extraction  of  20  Bar,
which guarantees perfectly creamy texture and intensity in every drink.
 
Versatile compatibility
Enjoy the taste of your favorite Dolce Gusto and Nespresso! The HiBREW H1B espresso machine is compatible with multiple capsules and
is equipped with adapters for ground coffee, ESE sachets and KCup, offering unparalleled versatility and freedom of choice. This solution
allows you to experiment with different flavors and types of coffee whenever you feel like it. 
 
Customize to your preferences
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The coffee maker allows you to easily switch between cold and hot beverage preparation modes - just one touch! This is ideal for those
who value variety, making the machine perfect for summer, allowing you to make delicious iced coffee, as well as autumn and winter,
when aromatic, spicy coffee reigns supreme! In addition, the ability to adjust the extraction temperature and water level (from 30 to 210
ml) allows you to personalize each drink, according to individual preferences.
 
Thoughtful design and convenience of use
A solid metal handle with a shiny surface not only adds elegance, but also ensures the durability and convenience of the H1B espresso
machine.  The large cup space allows you to use your favorite vessel,  and the automatic  pressure release after  the beverage is  ready
ensures  safety  and  ease  of  use.  The  espresso  machine  also  offers  a  function  to  remove  remaining  water  after  extraction,  preventing
dripping, adding to the convenience.
 
Included
Espresso machine
Adapter for ground coffee
ESE sachet adapter
KCup adapter
 
ManufacturerHiBREWModelH1BColorWhiteRated  power1450  WRated  voltage220  V-240  V  50/60  HzWeight3  kgDimensions260  ×  260  ×
110 mmPump pressure20 Bar

Price:

Before: € 155.0046

Now: € 150.00
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